WEBSITE FTC DISCLOSURE

As per mandates from the FEDERAL TRADE

Some of the testimonials whose Endorsements

COMMISSION, 16 CFR Part 255 - Guides

were used in promotion of SWYCH have received

Concerning the Use of Endorsements and

complimentary

Testimonials in Advertising, the purpose of

for the purposes of reviewing SWYCH to help

this document is to establish the possible

generate Endorsement type Testimonials.

products

or

compensation

compensatory affiliation with SWYCH and
Endorsers

who

provide

Testimonials

or

Endorsements found on the pages of our site.

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENT: Materials
regarding our products and on our website may
contain information that includes or is based

Any or all endorsements from testimonials used

upon forward-looking statements within the

in our promotional materials MAY be affiliated

meaning of the Securities Litigation Reform Act

with SWYCH and therefore might have an

of 1995. Forward-Looking Statements give our

established connection with SWYCH in the form

expectations or forecasts of future events. You

of Commissions paid on sales resulting from

can identify these statements by the fact that

Referrals from those endorsers.

they do not relate strictly to historical or current
facts. Such Forward Looking Statements use

Testimonials might lead some readers to believe

words such as “anticipate,” “estimate,” “expect,”

that the testimonial reviews on the pages of

“project,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” and other

SWYCH might be biased. However, the reviews

such words and terms of similar meaning in

and comments on this site are to the best of

connection with a description of potential

our knowledge the true statements and beliefs

earnings or financial performance. Your results

of the endorsers and any claims made on the

may vary from these forward looking statements

pages of this site can be substantiated on

and those of anyone else who is, or will be using

request to SWYCH. The endorsers of SWYCH

these products, techniques, and/or services.

product(s) have reviewed the product labels
and taken the products that are the subject of
the particular endorsement.
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